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The rosid clade (70,000 species) contains more than one-fourth of all
angiosperm species and includes most lineages of extant temperate
and tropical forest trees. Despite progress in elucidating relationships
within the angiosperms, rosids remain the largest poorly resolved
major clade; deep relationships within the rosids are particularly
enigmatic. Based on parsimony and maximum likelihood (ML) analyses of separate and combined 12-gene (10 plastid genes, 2 nuclear;
>18,000 bp) and plastid inverted repeat (IR; 24 genes and intervening
spacers; >25,000 bp) datasets for >100 rosid species, we provide a
greatly improved understanding of rosid phylogeny. Vitaceae are
sister to all other rosids, which in turn form 2 large clades, each with
a ML bootstrap value of 100%: (i) eurosids I (Fabidae) include the
nitrogen-fixing clade, Celastrales, Huaceae, Zygophyllales, Malpighiales, and Oxalidales; and (ii) eurosids II (Malvidae) include Tapisciaceae,
Brassicales, Malvales, Sapindales, Geraniales, Myrtales, Crossosomatales, and Picramniaceae. The rosid clade diversified rapidly into these
major lineages, possibly over a period of <15 million years, and
perhaps in as little as 4 to 5 million years. The timing of the inferred
rapid radiation of rosids [108 to 91 million years ago (Mya) and 107– 83
Mya for Fabidae and Malvidae, respectively] corresponds with the
rapid rise of angiosperm-dominated forests and the concomitant
diversification of other clades that inhabit these forests, including
amphibians, ants, placental mammals, and ferns.
community assembly 兩 divergence time estimates 兩 phylogeny 兩
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G

reat progress has been made in elucidating deep-level angiosperm relationships during the past decade. The eudicot clade,
with ⬇75% of all angiosperm species, comprises several major
subclades: rosids, asterids, Saxifragales, Santalales, and Caryophyllales (1–3). Investigations have converged on the branching pattern
of the basalmost angiosperms, revealing that Amborellaceae, Nymphaeales [in the sense of APG II (3) and including Hydatellaceae
(4)], and Austrobaileyales are successive sisters to all other extant
angiosperms (reviewed in ref. 2). Analyses of complete plastid
genome sequences have resolved other problematic deep-level
relationships, suggesting that Chloranthaceae and magnoliids are
sister to a clade of monocots and eudicots plus Ceratophyllaceae (5,
6). Likewise, progress has been made in clarifying relationships
within the large monocot (7) and asterid (8) clades.
Despite these successes, the rosids stand out as the largest and
least-resolved major clade of angiosperms; basal nodes within the
clade have consistently received low internal support (1, 2, 9, 10).
The rosid clade comprises ⬇70,000 species and 140 families (2, 11).
Containing more than a quarter of total angiosperm and ⬇39% of
eudicot species diversity, the rosid clade is broader in circumscription than the traditional Rosidae or Rosanae (e.g., 12; reviewed in
ref. 2). The oldest fossil flowers conforming to the rosids are from
the late Santonian to Turonian (⬇84–89.5 Mya) (9, 11, 13, 14).
Rosids exhibit enormous heterogeneity in habit, habitat, and life
form, comprising herbs, shrubs, trees, vines, aquatics, succulents,
and parasites. The rosid clade also contains novel biochemical
pathways, such as the machinery necessary for symbiosis with
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0813376106

nitrogen-fixing bacteria (nitrogen-fixing clade) and defense mechanisms such as glucosinolate production (Brassicales) and cyanogenic glycosides (2). Many important crops, including legumes
(Fabaceae) and fruit crops (Rosaceae), are rosids. Furthermore, 4
of the 5 published complete angiosperm nuclear genome sequences
are rosids (with 2 other rosids, Manihot and Ricinus, well underway): Arabidopsis (Brassicaceae), Carica (Caricaceae), Populus
(Salicaceae), and Vitis (Vitaceae, sister to other rosids). The
variation in morphological, chemical, and ecological features and
the importance of rosids as genetic and genomic models require a
phylogenetic perspective for interpreting large-scale evolutionary
patterns across the clade. Finally, most lineages of extant temperate
and tropical forest trees are rosids (e.g., Betulaceae, Celtidaceae,
Fabaceae, Fagaceae, Malvaceae, Sapindaceae, and Ulmaceae). In
temperate North America ⬇71% of the forest tree species are
rosids (15). Similarly, rosids often constitute ⬎50% of tropical tree
species diversity. For example, they comprise 59% of the tree
species on Barro Colorado Island, Panama (16), 60% of the tree
flora of Paraguay (17), 60% on Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
(18), and 63% of the tree species of Brazil (19). Analysis of tropical
forest plots from around the world again suggests a major role of
rosid trees (20). Half the species richness of the Neotropical plots
is made up of just 11 families, 4 of which are rosids, with Fabaceae
the most important (Moraceae, Meliaceae, and Euphorbiaceae are
other major rosids in the Neotropics); Fabaceae are also the most
important family of trees in Africa, but are replaced as number one
by another rosid family, Dipterocarpaceae, in Southeast Asia (20).
The important ecological role of many rosid families further argues
for greater resolution of rosid phylogeny.
Although studies agree on the composition of the rosid clade,
deep-level relationships within the rosids remain enigmatic. Vitaceae usually appear as sister to all other rosids, although support for
this placement is generally low (reviewed in refs. 2 and 10). Most
remaining rosids appear in 2 large subclades (1–3): eurosids I
[Fabidae (21)] and eurosids II [Malvidae (21)], with jackknife
support of 77% and 95%, respectively. Fabidae include (i) the
nitrogen-fixing clade (Rosales, Fabales, Cucurbitales, and Fagales);
(ii) Zygophyllales; and (iii) a weakly supported clade of Celastrales,
Oxalidales, and Malpighiales [COM group (22)]. Malvidae include
Brassicales, Malvales, Sapindales, and Tapisciaceae.
Some rosid clades (Crossosomatales, Geraniales, and Myrtales),
however, do not fall into either Fabidae or Malvidae, and their
relationships remain unclear. Myrtales are often resolved as sister
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to Fabidae, whereas Crossosomatales and Geraniales appear with
Malvidae, but without strong support (1, 2, 10). Furthermore, the
placements of several problematic families—Aphloiaceae, Apodanthaceae, Geissolomataceae, Huaceae, Ixerbaceae, Picramniaceae, and Strasburgeriaceae—also need to be ascertained.
Rosid diversification, like angiosperm phylogeny as a whole, is
characterized by repeating patterns of radiation from deep to
shallow levels (2). Lack of resolution at the base of the rosid
phylogeny in previous studies suggests an early radiation of crowngroup rosids into major clades. Similar polytomies are evident
within both Fabidae and Malvidae and within clades further nested
within Fabidae (i.e., Malpighiales). However, it is unclear whether
the apparent radiations within the rosids are real or merely artifacts
due to poorly resolved relationships. Improved analysis of phylogeny, coupled with dating of diversification events, could help to
distinguish between these alternatives.
To resolve deep relationships within the rosids and evaluate
hypotheses of repeated radiations, we constructed a dataset for
⬎100 rosids using sequences of 12 genes (two nuclear and 10
plastid) representing ⬎18,000 bp. We also constructed a dataset
using the entire plastid inverted repeat (IR; 24 genes plus intervening spacers; ⬎ 25,000 bp), a region with great utility at deep
levels in the angiosperms (23); these datasets were also combined
(⬎43,000 bp). Our goals were to (i) elucidate deep relationships
among the major lineages of rosids; (ii) determine the placement of
large, problematic lineages (e.g., Crossosomatales, Geraniales,
Myrtales), and enigmatic families (Aphloiaceae, Huaceae, Ixerbaceae, Picramniaceae, and Strasburgeriaceae) not placed in either
Fabidae or Malvidae in previous studies; (iii) date the early
diversification of the rosid clade; and (iv) reconsider the fossil
record in light of this resolved phylogeny.
Results
Parsimony Analyses. Maximum parsimony (MP) analysis of the total
evidence dataset (12 targeted genes plus IR for 117 taxa) produced
9 shortest trees (Fig. S1) that differ mainly in the relationships
recovered among some Malpighiales. There are no instances of
strongly supported conflicting relationships (i.e., ⬎ 80% BS support) among trees from the individual genes (trees not shown; tree
statistics in Table S1). Single-gene analyses generally recovered
clades that correspond to angiosperm orders (in the sense of ref. 3),
but, with few exceptions, failed to resolve interordinal relationships.
MP analyses of the combined nuclear genes (18S and 26S rDNA;
trees not shown) also provided limited resolution and support of
relationships. In contrast, MP analyses of combined plastid and
nuclear datasets (12 targeted genes) yielded trees with much greater
resolution (Figs. S2–S5).
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Maximum Likelihood Analyses/Comparison with Parsimony. Maxi-

mum likelihood (ML) analyses of 10 targeted plastid genes and 10
plastid plus 2 nuclear genes (Figs. S2–S5) yielded topologies nearly
identical to the ML total evidence tree for 117 taxa (Fig. 1). In MP
analyses of the total evidence dataset (12 targeted genes plus IR),
Zygophyllales were placed in Malvidae as sister to Geraniales,
whereas with ML, Zygophyllales were sister to Fabidae (Fig. 1). A
more minor difference is that in MP analyses, Fabales were sister
to Rosales whereas in ML analyses Fabales were sister to a clade of
Rosales, Cucurbitales, and Fagales. With both ML and MP, the
slowly evolving IR region alone yielded a topology (Fig. S2)
identical to that retrieved by ML analysis of the total evidence
dataset (Fig. 1). The conflicts between MP and ML analyses are
likely due to the inherent difficulties that long branches pose for
parsimony (see below); indeed both Fabales and Zygophyllales
contain lineages that are on long branches in these trees. Therefore,
for the remainder of this article we will focus on the ML topology
of the total evidence tree. In this tree (Fig. 1), Vitaceae are sister
3854 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0813376106

to all other rosids, which in turn form 2 large clades, Fabidae and
an expanded Malvidae, each with a bootstrap value of 100%.
The approximately unbiased (AU) topology test indicated that
the sister relationship of Zygophyllales to Malvidae observed in MP
can be rejected (P ⬍ 0.001) in favor of the ML placement of
Zygophyllales as sister to an expanded Fabidae using both the total
evidence dataset and the 12 targeted genes dataset.
Divergence Time Estimates. Cross-validation determined a smooth-

ing value of 1,000 for each of the penalized likelihood (PL) analyses.
In general, when the root of the tree was fixed to an age of 125 Mya,
age estimates were an average of 5–10 million years older than when
the root was constrained to a maximum age of 125 Mya (Table 1).
Likewise, based on the bootstrap estimates of variation, the 2
different methods usually did not fall within one standard deviation
of one another. Our estimates for the origin of crown group rosids
from the 2 analyses ranged from 110 (⫾ 6) to 93 (⫾ 6) Mya, in the
Early to Late Cretaceous, followed by rapid diversification into the
Fabidae and expanded Malvidae clades ⬇108 (⫾ 6) to 91 (⫾ 6) Mya
and 107 (⫾ 6) to 83 (⫾ 7) Mya, respectively (Table 1).
The divergence times estimated under the uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) relaxed-clock model with the data partitioned by
genome, treating fossils as drawn from a uniform distribution
(UCLN-uniform), estimated a coefficient of variation of 0.815
[95% HPD (highest posterior density): 0.777, 0.863] and covariance
of 0.136 (95% HPD: 5.62 ⫻ 10⫺2, 0.237) for the plastid partition and
a coefficient of variation of 0.634 (95% HPD: 0.543, 0.736) and
covariance of 0.067 (95% HPD: 1.62 ⫻ 10⫺2, 0.147) for the nuclear
partition. Parameter values for the UCLN relaxed-clock model with
fossils treated as being drawn from a lognormal distribution
(UCLN-lognormal) were almost identical. Accordingly, these data
appear suited to divergence-time estimation methods that assume
a positive autocorrelation of substitution rate variation (e.g., refs.
24–28). However, for the Bayesian relaxed-clock models, the partitioned model with fossils drawn from a uniform distribution was
determined to be the best-fitting model based on Bayes factors
(mean for the log of posterior equaled ⫺3.76 ⫻ 105 for the
‘‘uniform’’ model and ⫺3.78 ⫻ 105 for the ‘‘lognormal’’ model).
Our estimates for the origin of crown group rosids from the 2 fossil
treatments ranged from 115 (119–112) to 113 (117–111) Mya, once
again in the Early Cretaceous, followed by rapid diversification into
the Fabidae and Malvidae crown groups ⬇112 (115–110) to 110
(113–109) Mya and 109 (113–105) to 106 (111–102) Mya,
respectively. In general, the variance on nodes tended to be
smaller for the analysis that treated fossils as being drawn from
a lognormal distribution.
Discussion
Phylogenetic Relationships. MP and ML analyses of the total evi-

dence dataset yielded similar topologies. However, the primary
difference between the MP and ML trees is significant, with
Zygophyllales appearing as either part of an expanded Malvidae
with MP or sister to the expanded Fabidae with ML. MP bootstrap
values for Fabidae and Malvidae (77% and 75%, respectively) are
lower than ML bootstrap values (both 100%). The AU test results
provide statistical support for the ML total evidence topology by
rejecting the MP position of Zygophyllales as sister to Malvidae. IR
data alone (below) also support the ML topology. In addition,
previous studies (MP and Bayesian) of a 3-gene dataset with more
rosid taxa also placed Zygophyllales in Fabidae, but in an unresolved position (2, 10). Zygophyllales are characterized by a long
branch, which could affect the placement of the clade (particularly
with parsimony); the branches within Zygophyllales (to Krameria,
to Guaiacum, and to Bulnesia) are particularly long (Figs. S2–S5).
Zygophyllales are highly enigmatic and share few non-DNA traits
with any other rosid lineage (2).
With both ML and MP (Fig. S2), the IR dataset alone yielded a
topology identical to that retrieved by ML analysis of the total
Wang et al.
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Fig. 1. ML tree resulting from GARLI analysis of total evidence data set (2 nuclear genes, 10 plastid genes) for 117 members of the rosid clade and outgroups and
the IR for 59 taxa. Numbers above branches are bootstrap values.

evidence dataset (Fig. 1). These results parallel those reported for
Saxifragales (23), illustrating the value of the slowly evolving IR in
deep-level phylogeny reconstruction. Despite far fewer parsimonyWang et al.

informative sites than ‘‘fast’’ genes, the slowly evolving IR genes
provide higher resolution and support for relationships, providing
a topology identical to the total evidence ML tree.
PNAS 兩 March 10, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 10 兩 3855
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Table 1. Divergence time estimates
Age
Calde/group
Rosid crown group
Vitaceae/rosid split
Brassicalescrown
Brassicalesstem
Celastralescrown
Celastralesstem
Crossosomatalescrown
Crossosomatalesstem
Cucurbitalescrown
Cucurbitalesstem
Fabalescrown
Fabalesstem
Fagalescrown
Fagalesstem
Geranialescrown
Geranialesstem
Malpighialescrown
Malpighialesstem
Malvalescrown
Malvalesstem
Myrtalescrown
Myrtalesstem
Oxalidalescrown
Oxalidalesstem
Rosalescrown
Rosalesstem
Sapindalescrown
Sapindalesstem
Zygophyllalescrown
Zygophyllalesstem

PL-1

PL-2

BRC-1

BRC-2

Wikström et al.

108 (114–102)
111 (115–109)
73 (76–70)
89 (94–85)
81 (87–75))
104 (108–100))
88 (94–82))
105 (112–98)
78 (83–73)
103 (107–100)
87 (90–84)
104 (109–99)
90 (93–87)
103 (107–99)
103 (109–97)
107 (114–100)
92 (93–90)
103 (107–99)
78 (80–76)
89 (93–85)
85 (89–81)
106 (111–101)
69 (74–64)
102 (109–95)
93 (96–90)
105 (110–100)
63 (66–60)
96 (102–90)
79 (88–70)
108 (114–102)

91 (97–85)
92 (96–88)
60 (63–57)
74 (80–68)
56 (62–50)
91 (95–87)
51 (57–45)
81 (88–74)
80 (85–75)
88 (92–84)
72 (75–69)
89 (92–86)
88 (92–84)
88 (92–84)
68 (74–62)
83 (90–76)
90 (91–89)
91 (95–87)
74 (76–72)
74 (78–70)
78 (82–74)
83 (86–80)
62 (67–57)
91 (98–84)
88 (91–85)
89 (94–84)
71 (73–69)
76 (80–72)
55 (64–46)
91 (97–85)

114 (116–111)
117 (119–113)
55 (63–50)
86 (96–80)
91 (100–80)
109 (112–106)
88 (100–70)
103 (107–99)
74 (90–64)
105 (109–100)
93 (100–83)
109 (112–104)
96 (100–91)
105 (109–100)
101 (109–91)
109 (113–105)
102 (106–100)
105 (112–102)
79 (88–75)
86 (96–80)
94 (99–90)
107 (111–102)
62 (70–55)
105 (112–94)
96 (103–88)
107 (111–102)
70 (75–61)
96 (102–90)
89 (102–79)
112 (115–110)

113 (115–110)
116 (118–113)
55 (63–46))
88 (90–84)
74 (83–68)
108 (110–105)
84 (91–79)
100 (105–97)
68 (78–61)
103 (106–101)
83 (92–77)
107 (109–105)
95 (98–92)
103 (106–101)
94 (100–88)
106 (110–102)
102 (104–100)
107 (109–105)
77 (80–73)
81 (84–79)
91 (96–86)
103 (107–99)
63 (69–59)
104 (108–98)
97 (101–93)
106 (108–104)
71 (76–66)
94 (97–90)
70 (85–55)
111 (113–109)

95 (98–92)
108 (112–104)
71 (75–67)
85 (89–81)
85 (88–82)
89 (92–86)
56 (62–50)
91 (95–87)
66 (68–64)
84*
74 (77–71)
89 (91–87)
61 (65–57)
84*
88 (92–84)
99 (103–95)
77 (80–74)
88 (91–85)
67 (71–63)
80 (84–76)
78 (82–74)
100 (103–97)
72 (75–69)
88 (91–85)
76 (79–73)
88 (90–86)
57 (61–53)
80 (84–76)
64 (68–60)
95 (98–92)
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PL-1 represents an analysis where the root of the tree was fixed to an age of 125 mya. PL-2 represents an analysis where the root was constrained to be a
maximum of 125 mya. Ranges on PL divergence time represent ⫾ 1 standard deviation of the mean based on 100 bootstrap replicates. Each Bayesian relaxed
clock (BRC) analysis partitioned data by genome, giving a different model of evolution and rate change to each genome (see Materials and Methods for more
detail). The BRC-1 analysis treated priors on fossils as being drawn from a uniform distribution between the minimum age of the fossil and 125 million years.
The BRC-2 analysis treated priors on fossils as being drawn from a lognormal distribution (see Table S4). The Wikström et al. (34) ages based on maximum
likelihood calculations and standard error estimates. All ages are millions of years.
*Calibration point.

We will base our discussion on the ML total evidence tree for 117
taxa (Fig. 1) for several reasons. Nodes in the ML tree receive high
bootstrap support, whereas with MP, many crucial relationships
(including placement of Zygophyllales) have low bootstrap values.
Parsimony has also had difficulty resolving other deep-level
phylogenetic problems in angiosperms that appear to be rapid
radiations and that are similarly characterized by a combination
of short and long branches (e.g., refs. 6 and 23). Furthermore,
ML and Bayesian approaches are better than MP under heterogeneous evolution involving lineage- and gene-specific rate
variation (29–31).
In previous studies, Fabidae were not well supported, and
relationships were unresolved within the clade (1, 2, 10). Our
analysis not only provides strong support for Fabidae (100%
bootstrap with ML), but also indicates that Zygophyllales are
sister to 2 major subclades within Fabidae (each with BS ⫽
100%): the nitrogen-fixing clade (Cucurbitales, Fagales, Fabales,
Rosales) and Celastrales, Oxalidales, and Malpighiales [COM
group (22)], plus Huaceae.
Previous studies placed Tapisciaceae, Brassicales, Malvales, and
Sapindales in Malvidae, but with little support for relationships
among these clades (reviewed in refs. 2 and 10). Furthermore,
Geraniales, Myrtales, and Crossosomatales were not placed in
either Fabidae or Malvidae in previous analyses. We provide the
3856 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0813376106

first strong evidence that these 3 clades, and Picramniaceae [placed
by some (12) within Simaroubaceae, Sapindales], are part of an
expanded Malvidae (100% bootstrap with ML). We propose that
Malvidae be formally expanded to include Geraniales, Myrtales,
Crossosomatales, and Picramniaceae. Furthermore, Crossosomatales should be expanded to include Ixerbaceae and Strasburgeriaceae (2).
This hypothesis of rosid relationships is greatly improved compared with trees based on approximately ⬇4,700 bp (8) or ⬇8,400
bp (32). This study and other recent analyses (5, 6, 23) suggest that
with enough data, many, if not most, remaining deep-level ‘‘radiations’’ in the flowering plants can be resolved. For example, a
putative rapid radiation in Saxifragales was resolved, despite
long-branch attraction problems, with ⬎25,000 base pairs (23).
Highly problematic deep-level relationships involving basal angiosperm lineages have similarly been resolved through analysis
of ⬇42,000 bp (6).
Divergence Times. Our estimates for the origin of crown group rosids

ranged from 115 to 93 Mya (late Aptian to early Turonian), in the
Early to Late Cretaceous, followed by rapid diversification into the
Fabidae and Malvidae crown groups ⬇112 to 91 Mya (Albian to
Coniacian), and 109 to 83 Mya (Cenomanian to Santonian),
respectively (Table 1). With the exception of the PL analysis that
Wang et al.
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Rise of Angiosperm-Dominated Forests. We hypothesize that the
bursts in diversification in the rosids correspond to the rapid rise of
angiosperm-dominated forests (38, 39). Fossil leaf assemblages of
late Albian to middle Cenomanian age (⬇104–97 Mya) have been
interpreted as ‘‘an explosive increase in the structural diversity of
flowering plants’’ (ref. 39, p. 259), not only magnoliids and platanoids, but also new types of rosids with ‘‘pinnately compound
leaves and simple leaves showing evidence for derivation from a
compound-leaved ancestor’’ (ref. 39, p. 259). This interval partially
coincides with our inferred dates of the divergence for the rosid
crown group and of the Fabidae and Malvidae. The results of these
diversifications are already well-marked in the Late Cretaceous, by
which time taxa related to Saxifragales, Rosales, Malpighiales, and
Fagales are common, as confirmed by well-preserved charcoalified
floral remains (37, 40, 41).
Our estimates of the timing of the rapid diversification of these
rosid lineages are comparable to published values (34, 35), and
those provided in more focused analyses within rosid clades. For
example, Davis et al. (37) concluded that Malpighiales are very old
and began to diversify during the mid-Cretaceous (⬇112–94 Mya),
perhaps as small to mid-sized trees in tropical rain forest
understories. A similar window of diversification is seen in woody
species in clades other than the rosids, such as the woody
Saxifragales [e.g., Altingiaceae (23)]. Within asterids, Cornales
also appear to have diversified during this same window of time
(e.g., 35), as did Ericales (34, 35).
The diversification of rosids also corresponds to that of several
major insect groups. For example, the diversification of major ant
lineages is attributed to the ‘‘rise in angiosperm-dominated forests’’
(42) and corresponds to the time period estimated here for the rosid
radiation. This period also corresponds to the radiation of other
major herbivores, such as beetles and hemipterans (43, 44). Similarly, the ‘‘principal splits’’ underlying the diversification of the
extant lineages of placental mammals occurred in a similar timeframe, from 100 to 85 Mya (45). Diversification in amphibians
occurred slightly later (80–85 Mya) and is similarly attributed to the
rise of angiosperm forests (46), especially given that 82% of
amphibian species live in these forests. The majority of extant ferns
similarly resulted from a Cretaceous diversification (initiated ⬇100
Mya) coupled with the rise of angiosperm forests; divergence time
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estimates suggest that ferns diversified ‘‘in the shadow of the
angiosperms’’ (47). The rise of all of these lineages appears to have
closely tracked the rise of angiosperm-dominated forests, and
most of these key forest lineages occur within the rosid clade.
Hence, the radiations we have detected in rosids largely represent the rapid rise of angiosperm-dominated forests and associated codiversification events.
Materials and Methods
Taxon Sampling. A total of 117 species (including 104 species of rosids) was
sampled for 12 genes (see DNA Amplification and Sequencing); a subset of 59
taxa was sampled for the plastid IR. We sampled broadly across the rosids,
including several exemplars of most orders (SI Appendix). For larger orders,
multiple families spanning the phylogenetic diversity of the clade were included.
We also broadly sampled orders and families whose placements remain uncertain, including Picramniaceae, Huaceae, Aphloiaceae, Ixerbaceae, and Strasburgeriaceae (3).
For most taxa, the same DNA was used throughout the study. For a few genera,
sequences for 1 or 2 of the genes sequenced in earlier studies represent a different
congeneric species from that used here. We selected non-rosids representing the
other major lineages of eudicots as outgroups (Fig. 1). Species names and voucher/collection information are given in SI Appendix.
DNA Amplification and Sequencing. We targeted 10 plastid [rbcL, atpB, matK, the
psbBTNH region (⫽ 4 genes), rpoC2, ndhF, and rps4] and 2 nuclear genes (18S and
26S rDNA) for all taxa. Primers for amplification and sequencing are provided in
Table S2. PCR protocols follow ref. 23. We sequenced the entire IR (see ref. 23) for
59 of the rosids used in our 12-gene analyses (due to expense, we did not
sequence the IR for all taxa). We also extracted IR sequences for all publicly
available complete plastid genome sequences for rosids, and for several outgroups (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix). Sequences were generated on an ABI 3730 XL
DNA sequencer.
Alignment. Preliminary alignments of the 12 targeted genes were obtained
independently for each locus using Clustal X (48) and adjusted manually. To assist
in the alignment of protein-coding regions, sequences were also aligned by
amino acid. Alignment of coding sequences for all genes except ndhF and rpoC2
was straightforward; the latter 2 genes were more problematic because they
possess many indels and some regions of high sequence variability. Regions that
were difficult to align, and short incomplete regions at the beginnings and ends
of genes, were excluded from the analyses. The entire IR was aligned as in ref. 23.
The aligned, analyzed lengths of the genes included are given in Table S3.
Phylogenetic Analysis. We analyzed 4 datasets: (i) 12 targeted genes for 117 taxa;
(ii) the IR for 59 taxa; (iii) 12 targeted genes plus IR for 117 taxa (with those taxa
not sequenced for the IR scored as having missing data); and (iv) 12 targeted
genes plus IR for those taxa sequenced for both (59 taxa). We also analyzed each
of the 12 targeted genes individually.
Gaps were treated as missing data. MP and ML analyses were used to infer the
phylogeny. With the exception of the nuclear data partition, all MP analyses were
conducted using heuristic searches with 1,000 replicates of random taxon addition with tree-bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping, saving all shortest
trees per replicate. For the nuclear partition, MP heuristic searches involved 3,000
random addition replicates, saving no more than 1,000 trees per replicate. Bootstrap support was estimated following the methods of ref. 6 except for the
nuclear partition, in which only 10,000 shortest trees per replicate were saved for
the bootstrap analysis.
For ML analyses we used GARLI v. 0.942 (49). MrModelTest 2.2 (people.scs.fsu.edu/⬃nylander/mrmodeltest2/mrmodeltest2.html) and the Akaike information criterion was used to determine the appropriate evolutionary model (GTR ⫹
I ⫹ ⌫). GARLI runs, including ML bootstrap analyses, were conducted following
ref. 6.
To test the statistical significance of the differing positions of Zygophyllales in
MP and ML analyses, we performed AU tests of topology (50) using the total
evidence (all taxa) and the 12 targeted genes datasets. For both datasets we
tested the total evidence ML topology against the topology with the highest ML
score constrained to have Zygophyllales form a monophyletic group with Malvidae. To find the latter tree topology, we performed ML searches of both datasets
using GARLI v. 0.951 (49) with the topological constraint of Zygophyllales ⫹
Malvidae enforced and a GTR ⫹ I ⫹ ⌫ model. The AU test was performed in
CONSEL v. 0.1i (51).
Divergence Time Estimates. Given the lack of rate constancy among lineages
(based on a likelihood ratio test: P ⬍ 0.001), for all datasets divergence times were
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constrained the root to be a maximum age of 125 Mya, age
estimates were quite consistent. For the most part, associated errors
in age estimates overlapped across all nodes in the tree so that we
cannot precisely resolve the actual timing and rates of these
successive divergences.
The oldest confirmed fossils of Vitaceae are Paleocene, ⬇60 Mya
(33), which is anomalously young in view of the mid- to lateCretaceous ages known for members of Fabidae and Malvidae. We
predict, based on divergence time estimates presented above, that
Vitaceae should have a Cretaceous fossil history. However, the
distinctive seeds of Vitaceae have not been detected in the preTertiary fossil record.
Our estimate for the time of origin of the crown group rosid clade
is similar to those of both Wikström et al. (34) (117–108 Mya, their
node 15) and Davies et al. (35) (⬇115–110 Mya). Inspection of the
ages of rosid lineages obtained here revealed no general pattern to
these node ages being older or younger, when compared with
Wikström et al. (34). Regardless of analyses, the rosid clade appears
to have diversified rapidly into several major lineages, over a period
of ⬍15 million years, and perhaps as quickly as 4 to 5 million years.
To place this in perspective, this narrow window of initial diversification of 4–5 million years represents a timeframe comparable to
the rapid radiation of the Hawaiian silversword alliance (Asteraceae), which arose from a North American ancestor 5 Mya (36).
Saxifragales (23), Malpighiales (34, 37), and Mesangiospermae
(6) also each appear to have arisen and diversified over a very
short period.
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estimated under a relaxed molecular clock. We used both penalized likelihood
(PL, in r8s v.1.70: 27, 53) and a Bayesian method (BEAST v.1.4.7) (53–55). For PL
analyses the smoothing parameter () was determined by cross-validation. The
ML topology was used. The basal polytomy involving the outgroups (Fig. 1) was
resolved by rooting the tree with Platanaceae. The tree was then imported into
PAUP* (56), where branch lengths were reestimated under a GTR ⫹ I ⫹ ⌫ model
for use in PL analyses. To quantify errors in divergence time estimates, we used a
3-step non-parametric bootstrap (36).
The uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) model implemented in BEAST (53) was
used to infer divergence times. The underlying model of molecular evolution was
specified to be GTR ⫹ I ⫹ ⌫. The estimation of absolute divergence times requires
calibrating (or constraining) the age of 1 or more nodes. For each analysis, we
initiated 4 independent MCMC analyses from starting trees with branch lengths
that satisfied the respective priors on divergence times. Convergence of each
chain to the target distribution was assessed using Tracer v.1.4 (57) and by
plotting time series of the log posterior probability of sampled parameter values.
After convergence was achieved, each chain was sampled every 1,000 steps until
5,000 samples were obtained. Model fit of the different UCLN relaxed clock
models was assessed using Bayes factors (58) as implemented in Tracer v.1.4.

Rosids are abundant in the fossil record (11), but many of the Tertiary fossils are
too young to be relevant in dating deep divergences. To provide insight into the
timing of divergences for the topologies presented, we selected fossils representing the geologically oldest examples that could confidently be assigned to
particular subclades. Those that were used to provide minimum age constraints are given in Table S4. We did not include the Rose Creek flower as a
constraint, but its estimated age of ⬇98 million years is consistent with the
results presented. For the assignment of numerical ages to stages of the
Cretaceous, we followed ref. 59. We treated the age of the root node in
several ways (see ref. 6 and Table S4).
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